Doxense a 10 ans !
De nombreux succès ont marqué cette
décennie.
Doxense évolue et soutient toujours plus les organisations dans la gestion
de leur flux documentaire leur permettant ainsi d’accroître leur
productivité et de leur garantir une croissance durable!
Fort de son expérience et de sa volonté d’adaptation aux besoins du
marché, Doxense réinvente sa famille de solution qui est désormais
composée de deux produits : Watchdoc et Focalist.

Doxense
—
Doxense has evolved and now supports even more organisations to manage their
document workflow, enabling them to increase their productivity and to ensure
their sustainable growth.
With that experience and willingness to adapt to market needs, Doxense’s family
of solutions consists of two products : Watchdoc® and Focalist®.

Doxense's mission is to help its clients achieve their
objectives of productivity and profitability through the
optimal use of printing, photocopying and scanning.
Controlling costs and forecasting accurately.
Anticipating the print demand and planning the usage of the most suitable
device.
Proposing optimal solutions limiting waiting times, incidents, multiple versions
of documents and the ecological footprint of the printing activity which
consumes natural resources.
Empowering users on the economic and environmental impact by providing
them with their personal usage data.
Securing your printing. The Watchdoc® solution allows a trace in order to anticipate
possible flaws in the management of printed or scanned documents of a company.

—
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The Watchdoc print management and optimisation
solution is highly recognised in the market for its key
features.
A non-intrusive tool on your existing
infrastructure.
A unique monitoring management tool on the
market.
An unparalleled ergonomics.
Developed using the latest Microsoft technologies, it
assures a simplified integration which is non-intrusive
on the clients infrastructure.
With Watchdoc® and its unique strengths, implement
an environmentally responsible printing policy.

Watchdoc
Watchdoc® exists in three versions depending
on the needs of our customers:
A version dedicated to the monitoring and
availability of printing ( Watchdoc Sentinel®), a
version dedicated to secure and on-demand
printing ( Watchdoc TakeAway®) and the full
version ( Watchdoc®) combining all of these
features, as well as many others. A real advantage
for small companies who can now implement costtargeted functions.
New embedded Solutions (WES) for multi-function
devices from Epson®, Oki® and Xerox®.
New tools for easy deployment and maintenance of
complex infrastructures.

Real-time audit and detailed analysis of your
printing activity on single or multi-site locations
(who prints what, on which device, when and at
what cost).
A 100% web based interface accessible from all
workstations.
Redirection of prints to the most suitable device.
Automatic release of your job on the printing
device of your choice with your card or PIN code.
Install Watchdoc® on all the screens of your MFP
devices!
Centralised management of your installed base
even if the printing devices are geographically
remote.
Easily deploy and manage a print policy through
the establishment of rules and filters (reporting,
redirection and deletion) and measure its
effectiveness.
Track your printing and copier costs more
accurately by adding paper and energy costs of the
devices into the global expenditure.
Watchdoc® also:
The availability of reports and print statistics.
Manages quotas and re-invoicing.
Tracks the number of printouts on your local
printers (Parallel, USB, IP direct) and counts
precisely the number of prints on your network
devices.
Manages guest accounts.
Facilitates access to multifunction devices for
users not registered in the directory (guests or
external providers). Through the creation of a guest
database which is independent from the AD
directory, these users can access the full
functionality of multifunction devices (copy scan
and fax) according to their profile.

Watchdoc Sentinel : monitoring
—
Doxense adapts to small businesses whose primary
requirement is to ensure the availability of the
devices through a single tool for monitoring a multivendor installed base.
Main features of the module:
Real time status of devices
Counting of pages printed in colour, monochrome,
simplex, duplex, etc
Counting of faxes, copies and scans on
multifunction devices
Monitoring and Alerting on consumable levels
Device Alerts
List of Events

Watchdoc TakeAway : secure and on-demand printing
—
For customers wishing to proceed with the release of
their printouts from any device regardless of its
brand, using their badge or PIN code.
Main features of the module:
User authentication
Management of access rights
Follow-me printing (sending the print jobs to a
virtual queue)
Secure printing
Spool retention on the server
Preview and page selection
WES Accounting - accounting of actual printed
pages
WES Print - support of devices not compatible with
an embedded printing solution
Accounting for copies, scans, faxes
Cost per page
Price Lists
Reports on the use of equipment
Associated Environmental Impact

Watchdoc SkyPrint : mobile printing
—
Print from any mobile device and receive your
printouts securely from the closest printing device in
the vicinity and store the related data
Submission by email on virtual queues
Secure recovery of work on a local device
Management of guest accounts
Usage Statistics
Print on demand
From a laptop, smartphone, tablet or any other mobile
device!

Watchdoc ScanCare : capture of documents
—
Transform your MFP into an input device : scan,
organise, measure and manage your scans instantly.
Main features of the module:
Scan to E-mail
Scan to Folder
Scan to personal account
Scan to FTP
Improved image
Text recognition
Indexing

—
The options

WSC
Watchdoc Supervision Console
—
Watchdoc Supervision Console provides the ability to
operate a central control point, monitoring, and
configurating all your Watchdoc® servers for easy
management on a daily basis.
With WSC, supervision is made dynamically.
Consolidated alerts can be planned and regular emails
sent.
Exclusive on the market, this console also enables
administrators to view on a real time basis the status
of all the printer/copier devices and servers. Enabling
a centralised maintenance on complex
infrastructures.

WRS
Watchdoc for Reporting Services
—
A set of 22 pre-configured reports for SQL Reporting
Services provides a detailed analysis of the regular
trends in the printing activity. These reports can be
regularly generated and emailed to the client, or can
be integrated into their intranet without using the
Report Services solution provided by Microsoft via SQL
Server. It also gives the ability to send reports to
targeted different profiles in the company !

NPQ
Network Print Queue
—
The addition of a local agent on Windows workstations
allows you to track and count the printing activity on
the non-networked printers.

Paybox connector
—
Watchdoc adapts to the demand of students in
schools and universities and gives them the option to
increase their quota for all their printing needs via the
online site Paybox, paying by credit card.
It really is a revolution for students!

With Focalist®, Doxense meets the
needs of its resellers and customers who wish to
manage their customers installed base, covering four
critical points:
Precise inventory updated in real time of their
installed base regardless of the manufacturer.
Detailed reporting of the printed volumes with the
consolidation of real device meter readings.
Improved availability of printing devices along with
the monitoring of consumable levels.
Management of your contracts linked to your
devices (aquisition or selling).
The One Shot Scanner® option allows you to have
an automated report on all your networked MFP’s.
The report and it’s graphics are then available in a
few clicks within Focalist®.

Via a simple internet connection customers can
monitor the printing of their installed base, as well as
automatically the connected devices and benefiting
from advanced reporting.
Resellers can manage from a web link, all page billing
contracts operated with their customers, regar dless
of the brand of device, size or architecture in place.
Supply and delivery of consumables at the right time,
will be facilitated.
Focalist® is an innovative offering that aims to be
simple in its implementation and management. It
requires no print server, only a data collection agent
and signing a contract with Doxense is sufficient for
the implementation of SaaS software.

Manufacturers and publishers
—
Doxense has developed partner relationships with the
leading manufacturers in the field of printing, and the
list keeps growing. The objective is to integrate into
the Watchdoc software, the technical and functional
changes announced by the manufacturers in their new
machines.
The installed bases are often heterogeneous, the
independence of Watchdoc guarantees the users the
continuity of the solution.

Distributors/Resellers
—
Doxense has over 60 Resellers / integrators in Europe,
the USA, the Middle East or Asia and Africa certified
through a training program:
Watchdoc Certified Partner, Watchdoc Certified

Certified
Vendor

Certified
Partner

to self manage the operational support to their customers.
Consulting partners
—
Doxense, has initiatived an ecosystem around the
management and rationalisation of printing, this
allows you to be accompanied by consultants
specialised in this area, the Watchdoc Certified
Consultants.
Technology Partnerships
—
Since 2005, the core of Doxense development is based
on the technology of Microsoft. The agreements signed
with all the major manufacturers are helping to
provide even more comprehensive solutions to all the
Doxense customers.

—
Doxense has over 1000 clients through its network of European Resellers.
Over 250,000 devices are already monitored under Watchdoc,
with 17,500 print servers and over 2 million users.
—
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About Doxense
—
Doxense, a software publisher dedicated to printing
solutions, present in Europe since its creation in 2005.
It has expanded its network of resellers in the USA,
Asia, Middle East and Africa to help customers achieve
their productivity goals and profitability through the
optimal use of their printing, copying and scanning. Its
solutions are independent of hardware manufacturers
and can generate substantial savings regardless of the
sector, activity or organisation size. They educate and
empower the user about the economic and
environmental impact of its printing.
The technological agreements signed with all the major
manufacturers reinforce the Doxense develpment
objectives by expanding its product range offering
in additional and larger markets.
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